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A NOTE ON THE THUE INEQUALITY
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(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. We show that for an arbitrary binary form F(X, Y), there is no

non-trivial lower bound for the area of the region |.F(jc, .y)| < 1 which depends

only on the discriminant of F .

1. Introduction

Let F(X, Y) = a0Xn +axXn~xY + ■ ■ ■+a„Yn be a binary form with complex

coefficients and let Ap denote the area of the region \F(x, y)\ < 1 in the real

affine plane. Let DF denote the discriminant of F . If F has the factorization
Y["=l(a¡X-ßiY) with a¡, /?, £ C (every binary form with complex coefficients

has such a factorization), then DF = [],<,((*,/?; - ajßt)2.

In [4], we showed that if F has degree n > 3 and discriminant Dp £ 0,

then

(1) \DF\1/n{tt-l)AF<ZB(±,¿)

where B(\, \) denotes the Beta function with arguments of 1/3 . From this,

we deduced that AF < 35 (3, \) when F is such a form with integer co-

efficients (since DF e Z in this case). The bound 35(j, \), which has ap-
proximate numerical value 15.8997, is attained in both these inequalities when
F(X, Y) = XY(X-Y).

As noted in [4], this result has significant implications in the enumeration of

solutions of Thue inequalities. A Thue inequality is a Diophantine inequality

of the type \F(x, y)\ < h where F is a binary form with integer coefficients

which is irreducible and has degree n > 3, and h is a non-zero integer. In a

seminal paper of 1909, Thue [11] showed that for such a form F, the equation

F(x, y) = h (hence the inequality \F(x, y)\ < h ) has only a finite number of

solutions in integers x and y. In 1934, Mahler [7] showed that the number

NF(h) of solutions of the Thue inequality \F(x, y)\ < h and the area Aph2!"
of this region are related in the following way:

\NF(h)-AFh2/"\<chx/{n-x)
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where c is a number (left unspecified by Mahler) which depends only on F.

Estimates for NF(h) involving Aph2ln have also been given by Mueller and

Schmidt [9]. Recently, Thunder [12] applied (1) to prove a special case of a

conjecture of Schmidt.

In view of ( 1 ) and its application, Julia Mueller asked the author whether it

is possible to obtain a positive absolute lower bound for \DF\x/n(-"~x^AF . In this

note, we will show that there is no such lower bound for \DF\x/n(n~x^AF even

over the class of forms with integer coefficients. In fact, we will show that in

general, an upper bound on the size of either one of the quantities AF or \DF\

does not yield a positive lower bound on the other.

2. Main results

If F is a binary cubic form with real coefficients and non-zero discriminant,

then \DF\lf6AF > yfi>B(\ , \) ; in fact,

ID VU   =/3ß^>3-)>      *^>0,
1   Fl      F     \ V3B(\, I),    ifDF<0

(see [2]). However, for n > 4, there is no positive absolute lower bound for

Iflfl1/"'"-1'^. Put Mn = max\DF\x/n("-X)AF where the maximum is taken

over all forms of degree n with complex coefficients and DF ^ 0.

Proposition. Fix n > 4. Over the class of forms of degree n with real coefficients,
the quantity \DF\x/"(n~xUF assumes all real values between 0 and M„.

Proof. The quantity

ir,   il/»(«-l) a p_in _|l/»(n-l)   f°°  _dv_

is continuous in the roots of F( 1, y), and is maximized by a form with real co-

efficients for which F(l, y) has n distinct real roots (Theorem 3, [4]). Hence,

we need only exhibit a sequence of forms 6V such that |Dgw|1/"<"~1)^gn —► 0.

In Theorem 3 of [3], we showed that if F(X, Y) = Y[l=i(«/* - fi¡Y), where
the a's and ß's are real numbers such that ax/ßx <••• < an/ßn , then

\DF\x'n^xUF = YDFk"{n~l) f

where

and

Jo  Fk(l,t)V»

Fk(X, Y) = XY(X - Y)(X - u\k)Y) ---(X- u{n%Y

u
(k) _ (&k+lßk -<*kßk+\)(ak-lßk-i-j -Otk-\-jßk-\)

1        ((*k+\ßk-\ - ak-Xßk+x)(akßk_x_j - ak_x_jßk)

for  1 < j < n - 3,   1 < k < n, with the subscripts taken modulo n.   In

particular, 0 < u\h) <u2k) <■■■< w|fi3 < 1, for each k .

Let Gn be the form defined by putting a¡ — N'  and ßt■ = 1   ( N > 1 ).

Then, with these values of a, and /?,, we have Uj   -> 0, u(p —> 1, and for

k±\,n
{k)_   (0,    ifk-j-l>0,

U>   ""\l,    if Ä: - / - 1 < 0
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as 7Y —► oo ; for example,

(„)_ (N-N^N"-1 -N"-l-J)

Uj   ~ (N - N"~l)(N" - N"~l-J)

and the dominant term in both the numerator and denominator is TV2"-1. We

will show that, in general,

n\/n(n-\)   /' _dt

F* Jo  Fk(l, t)2/"

< <• 4 ^)n (»?'<■-»?*>)'l/»(«-l)(»-3)
(u-'(i-uy))

;=i

It will then follow that \DGll\xlH(H~X)AGll ^ 0 as N ^ oo.

To simplify notation, let us suppose that k = 1 and write Uj = Uj   . Using

the estimates, u¡< 1, and \u¡ - u¡\ < 1 - u¡ for j < I ,we have

i/n(n-i)

4i"("_i)<n(M;/("~3)(i-Mv)2(""7"2))
7=1

r»-3
Put e = l/n(n - l)(n - 3) and q - Y["=l w*(l - Ujf . Then, using the estimates

1 — Uj < 1 - Ujt and (1 - u¡f)~x < (1 - t)~x we have

i       a* t\ n"-3

-I
Jo

^0

¿r /■' n"=i(l -UjtjW.*-i-vi*i.»-V)-»dt

t2/"(i -1)2/" Wjl^i - Ujt)2/"

1 nffii - Ujt)-1{u+x)ln(n-l))-<dt

/2/«(l_ 1)2/11

1 rff

/o   i2/"(l -;)i-i/«(«-1)

V      «    n(n-l)J

This establishes (2).

Now from (2), it is clear that Dx¿n(n~X) ¡x Fk( 1, i)~"2/"^ -♦ 0 if either u\k} -»

0 or mJJÎj -» 1 . Consequently, \DGs\l/^n-^AGll ^ 0 as TV -> oo.

Corollary. F/x « > 4. Over i/ze c7aw of forms of degree n with integer coeffi-
cients, the quantity \DF\xln{-n~xUF assumes arbitrarily small positive values.

Proof. Since the forms Gn of the preceding proof have integer coefficients

when N is a positive integer, it is clear that there is no positive absolute lower

bound for \Dp\xln("~x)AF over the class of forms with integer coefficients even

though the set of values {\DF\xln^n~xUF} is countable in this case.

Remark. For the cubic forms F^(X, Y) = (X2 + Y2)(Y - itX), t £ (0, 1), we

have AF(l) = $x z-V2(l-z)-ll2(l-(l-t2)z)-xl*dz < B (i, \) and |Df,„|1/6 =
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2i/3(! _ ,2)1/3. so |/)f(0|i/6^f(l) -»OasMl, Hence \DF\l'6AF assumes ail

values between O and 35(5, ^) over the cubic forms with complex coefficients.

3. Related examples

It is clear from (1) that if either of the quantities \DF\xln^n~x^ or AF is

large, then the other must be small since a lower bound for one implies an

upper bound for the other. It is natural to ask whether the converse situation

holds; that is, whether an upper bound for one implies a lower bound for the

other. In this section, we will give examples to show that this is not the case.

We will also show that there are forms F with integer coefficients and DF = 0

for which AF is arbitrarily large or arbitrarily small.

For any complex number k, AkF — \k\~2lnAF and \DkF\ = |fc|2("_1)|Dp|.

Hence, by appropriately choosing k, we can ensure that either Ap < 1 or

I Dp I < 1 as desired.

Example 3.1. Consider the forms

F^(X, Y) = k(X + itY)(X + i(t+l)Y)---(X + i(t + n-l)Y),    te R.

Notice that .\Dm|i/«(»-D = \k\2ln ((n - l)\(n-2)\---2\l\)2ln(n~X) which is in-

dependent of t, and that AFW < 4\k\~2lnt~x since the region \F^(x, y)\ < 1

is contained in the region \x\ < \k\~V" , \y\ < \k\~~xl"t~x . Given e > 0, we

can ensure that |Df(()|1/'"("_1) < e for all t by appropriately choosing k ; then,

letting t —► 00, we have AFW —► 0 while \DF(,)\xln(n~x) < e. Hence, an upper

bound for \DF\ does not imply a lower bound for AF .

Example 3.2. Consider the forms

F^(X, Y) = k(X + itY)(X + iY)(X + 2iY)---(X + (n-l)iY),    t£(0, 1).

In this case,

du
iF(D /a

■c

< \k\-2¡n r
J — c

\(u2 + t2)(u2 + l)(u2 + 22) ■ ■ ■ (u2 + (n- 1)2)|'/"

du

\u2(u2 + 1)(«2 + 22) • • • (u2 + (n- l)2)!1/"

<\k\
3^(1,1)

((« — 1)!(« — 2)! - - - i!)2/"("-i)

which is independent of / ; however, \DF{I) \ —> 0 as t -> 1. Hence, an upper

bound for AF does not imply a lower bound for \DF\.

Example 3.3. Consider the binomial forms

F(X, Y) = kX^n-x^2Y^n-x^2(X - Y)

where n is an odd integer greater than three and k is a positive integer. In

this case, DF = 0, AF < 00, and

dv
/o.

-ca\v(»-W(l-v)\V«

> k-2/n   /' dv
Jo  v(»-lV"(l-v)V
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Notice that AF can be made large by fixing k and choosing n sufficiently

large; on the other hand, AF can be made small by fixing n and choosing

k sufficiently large. Hence, when DF is zero, AF can be arbitrarily large or

arbitrarily small even if we assume that F(X, Y) £ Z[X, Y].

Hence we have proved the following result.

Proposition. There do not exist positive numbers C, a for which

C
Af > t^-t-

- \DF\°

for all forms F of degree n with DF ¿ 0. In particular, an upper bound for one

of the quantities AF, \DF\ does not imply a lower bound for the other. Moreover,
when DF = 0, AF can be arbitrarily large or arbitrarily small even if we assume

that F(X, Y)eZ[X, Y].
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